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Introduction. This paper deals with observability problems for (deterministic) control systems defined by simultaneous polynomial difference equations, and for other related classes of systems. These problems are natural from a (mathematical) system-theoretic viewpoint, and a strong motivation for their study is also provided by the goal of obtaining explicit solutions to filtering and regulation problems for rather general, yet tractable, classes of nonlinear systems.
Roughly, questions of observability deal with determining the internal state of a (known) dynamical system on the basis of available input/output data. "Observability" is a fundamental system property, due, among others, to the following reasons:
(a) The modern "state-variable" approach to regulator construction is based upon the possibility of feeding back a function of (good estimates of) the state, which must be obtained via "observers" operating on input/output data (in the linear case, "Luenberger observers").
(b) In the stochastic version of the above, the only known effective solution of the optimal nonlinear filtering problem, the Kalman filter, consists precisely of an effective observer construction (for a deterministic system), with parameters optimized on the basis of the available statistical data. This view of Kalman filtering as "deterministic system theory plus elementary theory of Gaussian processes" strongly suggests that a solution in the nonlinear case may be conditional upon a better understanding of nonlinear observers. Moreover, for the known cases, estimation is feasible (in the sense that the error covariance can be made small) only when the system has suitable observability characteristics, as is known for finite-dimensional linear systems (see, e.g., Kwakernaak and Sivan (1972, 4.4) ) and as recently found for infinite-dimensional linear systems (Vinter (1977) Sontag and Rouchaleau (1975) , Sontag (1976a) (1971)).
The results of this paper strongly suggest that the proper definition of "observer" in the nonlinear context may be that of a dynamical system which determines the state of the "observed" system on the basis of a generic set of data.
1. Definitions and characterizations. Let k be an arbitrary but fixed infinite field, and m, n, p arbitrary positive integers. Recall that an algebraic subset S of the affine space k q, q _-> 0, is a set defined by polynomial equations S {Q/(xl, , xq)= 0}. An irreducible algebraic set is one which cannot be expressed as the union of two proper algebraic subsets. In this context, a subset R of an irreducible algebraic set S is generic when its complement is contained in a proper algebraic subset of S. (These definitions are justified by the fact that for k or C, a proper algebraic set is "thin" in most possible senses, including Baire category and measure-theoretic.) DEFINITION 1.1. A (discrete-time) polynomial system 2, is given by a set of equations x(t + 1)= P(x(t), u(t)),
where inputs u(t), states x(t) and outputs y(t) belong to algebraic subsets U of k', X of k n, and Y of k p respectively, U is irreducible, and P: X x U X and h: X Y are polynomial maps.
Allowing Some extra notation will be useful. The extension of P to input sequences is also denoted by P:X x U* -X (for the empty sequence e, P(x, e)= x). Applying an input sequence w Ul Ur to a system in state x produces an output sequence
In what follows, 2, is a fixed polynomial system. The input sequence w distinguishes between the states x and z iff HW(x)HW(z). (F) Algebraic observability" for each polynomial function 4" X k there are input sequences w a,..., w and a polynomial function q" Y-->k such that 4(x)= q (h (P(x, w)),. ., h (P(x, ws))) for all x in X.
(G) Final-state determinability: there is an input sequence w such that for each pair of states x, z either H (x) H (z) or P(x, w)= P(z, w ).
( 
is one-to-one.
(b) E is algebraically observable iff each coordinate function xi:X-k, i= 1,..., n, is a polynomial combination of the hii(x).
Proof. Observability clearly implies that (1.4) is one-to-one, since the functions x-h(P(x, w)) are combinations of the h.. Conversely, from Sontag (1976a, "Main lemma" (10.7)), the hii(') are linear combinations of the functions h(P(., w)); it follows that if x, z are indistinguishable then hij(x)= hij(z) for all i,/'. The proof of (b) is similar.
The above result permits checking observability without having to consider, for each pair of states, if there is an input sequence separating them. The result can be tightened considerably, in that it is theoretically possible to specify an integer s (which depends only on the degrees of the polynomials defining E) such that it is enough to check, in order to determine (algebraic) observability, if the map
hs(x)) is one-to-one (or if each coordinate function is a combination of the hj's); this follows from the decidability theory in commutative algebra, as remarked in Sontag and Rouchaleau (1975) . The problem of checking if (1.5), or a general polynomial map, is one-to-one is very difficult, and it appears also in trying to determine if a system is observable with respect to a fixed input w U u, since one must then check x --(h (x ), h (P(x, u )), h (P(x, w))); in that context, sufficient conditions for one-to-oneness (with k reals) were surveyed by Fitts (1972) .
As a very simple illustration of Lemma 1.3, take the polynomial system Ea with equations Xl(t -t-1)= Xz(t), xz(t + 1)= x(t), x3(t + 1)= x3(t), 
Proof. The following implications are immediate from the definitions" E --> D --> C, B--> A--> C, H--> G, and F--> C. That C-> D is proved in Sontag and Rouchaleau (1975, Prop. 7 .2). Proofs are given below for D-->E (2.4) and C->H (Theorem 3.5). To complete the proof of 2.1, counterexamples must be given to B--> F, A-> B, F--> A, G --> H and H --> C. For the latter it is sufficient to consider the trivial system with both transition and output maps equal to zero: after one step, the state is known (zero), no matter which input was "applied", but the initial state cannot be determined. The remaining counterexamples are given by" B -> F: let k R, X Y k, U arbitrary, P(x, u)= 0 for all x, u, and h (x)= x 3. A --> B: let U Y k, X k 2, and ,E2 given by x(t+ 1)=0,
x2(+ 1)=x()+x()u(), y() x().
An input w U ur distinguishes initial states if and only if u 0. But the set of all such inputs is not generic in Ur, for any r.
F--> A: let U Y k, X k 2, and ,E3 given by xl(t + 1)-0,
xz(t + 1)-xl(t)u(t)-xZ1(t), y(t)-xz(t).
Algebraic observability follows from criterion 1.3" recursively, one generates x2 and then xl (and Xl 2, which is redundant). Let s => 0 be such that any pair of distinguishable states is already distinguished by inputs of length =<s (Sontag and Rouchaleau (1975, Cot. 7.3)).
For any algebraic set Z, let A(Z) denote the algebra of polynomial functions on Z. Irreducibility of U means that A(U) is an integral domain for all t. Let D be the direct limit of the sequence of k-algebras
Let K be the quotient field of D (which is an integral domain, being a direct limit of integral domains); K contains all A (Ut). Since Y=k, a polynomial map XX U'-> Y is an element of A(X X)@A(Ut); in particular the functions ht defined by ht(x, z, u,..., ut): h(P(x, Ul,'", ut))-h(P(z, Ul,'", ut)) are in A (X X)(R) K. The latter is a finitely generated algebra over the field K, hence Noetherian. Thus there is some integer r such that all ht are in the ideal of A(X X)(R)K generated by h0," , hr. uq)= 0 for all (u+l,. Uq)}.
Claim" F satisfies the requirements of the lemma. Indeed, assume that _w (Ul,'",ur) is not in F. Take x, z in X such that h(P(X, Ul,...,u))= h(P(z, u,'", u)) for all t= 0,..., r, i.e., (3.3) h,(x, z, u,. , u,)= 0, 0,. , r.
Denote _x := P(x, _w), _z := P(z, w_ ). It must be proved that _x, _z are indistinguishable. Assume that _x, _z are distinguished by an input sequence v, which can be taken of length j, 0-</" <= s, by definition of s. let F := {w in U such that h+i(x, z, w_, w)= 0};
this is an algebraic set, proper because v is not in F1. Let F2 := {w in U such that c(_w, w, w')= 0 for all w' in Uq--i};
this is also an algebraic set, and it is proper because _w was taken not in F.
It follows that F1 U F2 is also a proper algebraic set. Let then w be in neither F1 nor F2. Then c(_w, w, w') 0 for some w', so (3.4) c(w_, w, w')hr+i(x,z, w_, w)O. But (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) taken together are contradictory. Proof. Immediate from the lemma. Remark 3.6. As shown in , canonical realizations Zf of polynomial response maps are not, in general, polynomial systems. So the Theorem above is not applicable directly (A(Xf) is not Noetherian). However, if f admits a polynomial realization Z, then the reachable states of Zf form a set which is a quotient of the reachable set of E. Then Lemma 3.1 can be applied to Y_., implying that the reachable part of Ef does satisfy Theorem 3.5. Another generalization regards the case in which X is a nonaffine variety: taking an affine cover of X, equations as in (3.2) result on each piece of the corresponding decomposition of X x X, and Lemma 3.1 is again true. This generalization is of interest in identifiability questions, with nonaffine parameter spaces.
Particular cases, applications, generalizations.
(Polynomial) State-afline systems. For this class of systems, whose realization theory was studied in Sontag (1976b) , most of the implications among observability properties are easy generalizations of the linear case.
DF.FINITION 4.1. A polynomial system Y_. is state-affine iff X kn, U k", P is affine (linear + translation) in states, and h is linear.
Fixing a basis in X, the equations for a state-affine system have the form x(t + 1)= F(u(t))x(t)+ G(u(t)), y(t)= nx(t), where F(. is a (polynomial) matrix function of u, G(. ) is a vector function of u, and H is a constant matrix. A particular case is that of internally-bilinear systems (see, e.g., Brockett (1972) , D'Alessandro, Isidori and Ruberti (1974) , Fliess (1973) Parametric identification. The result in 3 can be applied to the following identification problem: a family of polynomial systems is given, parametricized by polynomial functions. It follows that, if the output is known for a generic input, then the future input/output behavior of the system is completely determined. Specifically, considering a family (or "structure"--see Bellman and Astr6m (1970) ): Proof. Let , be the polynomial system with := AxX, = U, I = Y and equations a(t+ 1) =, (/), x(t+ 1)=P(a(t),x(t), u(t)), y(t)= h(A (t), x(t)).
Then Lemma 3.1 applied to gives an r and an R such that /-)w(A, x)=fx.x(w) determines the final state (, x(r)) up to indistinguishability, i.e., all future outputs coincide.
For instance, the future input/output behavior of the system Y--5 (with U Y k,X=k3):
Xl(t+ 1)=X3(/), Xe(t+ 1)=hxl(t)+Xe(t), x3(t+ 1)=xe(t)u(t)+xe(t),
is uniquely determined once that the output corresponding to a w U lU2U3, ui --1 is known, since x3(0), x2(0), hxl(0), and hx3 (0) Then w satisfies the conclusion of the theorem. Indeed, assume that, on the contrary, there is a pair (x, z)in K x K with H (x)= H (z) but P(x, w) P(z, w). By observability of E, there is an input sequence v such that HWV(x) HW(p(x, v) ) HW(p(z, v))= HWV(z).
So K is properly contained in K, contradicting minimality of the latter. Except for our use of the result from analytic functions, the above is essentially the standard proof of C-G for automata (all sets finite, so there is again a minimal Kw) and for internally-bilinear systems (all sets are linear subspaces), in particular as given by Muchnik (1973) and independently (strictly speaking, for continuous-time) by Grasselli and Isidori (1977) .
The compactness assumption cannot be dropped: the one-dimensional stateanaiytic system ,--,6 with equations x(t+ 1) 1/2x(t), y(t)=sinx(t) is observable but is not final-state determinable with any (finite length) input. Similarly, infinite differentiability (instead of analyticity)will not be sufficient:
consider the one-dimensional system 7 with X := (-1, 1) and x(t + 1)= a(x(t)), y(t)= b(x(t)), (4.9) 2(t)= P(x(t), u(t)), y(t) h(x(t)),
where appropriate restrictions are placed on the state-space, input set, spaces of input functions, and P, h. The continuous case is simpler than the discrete one, due to the time-reversibility of (finite dimensional)differential equations. This implies that no information is lost when an experiment is performed on such a system, i.e., the maps (*) x-P(x, w) are homeomorphisms for all w (P(x, w)= solution of (4.9) at time T with x(0)= x and input w(. on [0, T] 
